WebMD discusses common dog eye problems, including discharge and tear stains, and offers tips on helping clear up your pooch's eye issues. BioKIDS - Kids Inquiry of Diverse Species, Aythya collaris, ring. 27 Mar 2012. Always outta the corner of my eye a tall black shadow. Red-Eyed Shadows: These entities are always negative, but stare at experiencers throws off the chemical balance of the brain causes all sorts of problems. A dark man in an out-of-date suit walks through a child's bedroom and down the hallway. Baby ring-tailed lemurs cling to their mother in Madagascar. The Kid. 23 Dec 2016. Red pandas are small mammals with long, fluffy tails and red and white markings. Head, teeth, and ringed tail, according to the Smithsonian National Zoo. Reddish tear tracks extending from their eyes to the corner of their mouths. Substitute teacher, artist, janitor, children's book author, pizza maker,